The theme for this year’s wallplanner is Ethical Trade and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs (shown here) are a series of 17 ambitious global targets to end extreme poverty, fight inequality and injustice and fix climate change by 2030. Find out more about them, and download teaching resources, at globaldimension.org.uk/resources/worlds-largest-lesson

GLOBAL WALLPLANNER 2018-19
THIS FREE, COLOURFUL WALLPLANNER FEATURES LOTS OF GLOBAL DAYS, WEEKS AND FESTIVALS TO HELP YOU PLAN AHEAD AND BRING A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE TO LESSONS AND ASSEMBLIES.

WHAT IS ETHICAL TRADE?
Trade can be considered ethical where the goods are produced in a responsible way, for example where care is taken to ensure fairness and a clean, and where working conditions are fair. Goods can be ethical even though they are produced by a company that acts responsibly, and improves over time. The good news is that billions of people around the world are demanding ethical trade. There is support, advice and guidance on the Global Goals website. Visit thinkglobal.ethicalshop.org for more information on how Think Global and its partners are helping to make ethical trade accessible

Visit Think Global’s teacher website to find out more about the SDGs and how you can support them in your classroom:
• Find out more about each global date listed on this wallplanner, and get teaching ideas
• Find out about Think Global’s 12 Moons campaign

www.globalgoals.org
www.think-global.org.uk

Think Global is a partner in New Internationalist’s Ethical Shop, which includes goods made by some of the suppliers featured in the wallplanner. Find out more and shop online at thinkglobal.ethicalshop.org

All orders placed via this link bring in a small commission for Think Global, so you can support us as you shop.
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